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1. MotivationThe large amount of freshwater ontained in the up-per Arti oean is exported in ie and liquid formthrough Fram Strait and through the Canadian Artiarhipelago. By in�uening the strati�ation of thewater olumn in the regions of deepwater formationit strongly a�ets the strength of the meridional over-turning irulation.The main problem of global general irulation modelsalulating the freshwater (FW) yle of the Arti isthe resolution, whih is too oarse to adequately re-solve small sale proesses and omplex topography.To overome this di�ulty we use a high resolutionregional oupled limate model to simulate the Artihydrologi yle.We want to understand the mehanisms leading to thevariability in the liquid and ie omponents of the FWyle in the Arti.

2. Model set-upThe oean/sea ie model MPIOM with high resolutionin the Arti is oupled to the regional atmospheremodel REMO (see Aldrian et al., Mikolajewiz et al.).The domain of the atmosphere model overs the fullathment areas of the Arti rivers. Furthermore, weinlude a disharge model providing lateral terrestrialwater�ows. The model is run for the years 1960 - 1999with 4 ensemble members and is fored with outputfrom a 20th entury run with ECHAM5/MPIOM thatwas performed for the IPCCAR4.

Fig. 1: Computational grids fromMPIOM (blue) and REMO(red). Not every line is shown.

3. Climatologial freshwater (FW)budget of the ArtiThe model represents well the mean of the Arti FWsinks and soures. Compared to observations (Fig. 2)preipitation is slightly overestimated. The transportthrough the Canadian Arti arhipelago(CAA) and through Bering Strait is improved om-pared to the global model.

Fig. 2: Comparison from model results (blue) with obser-vational estimates from Serreze et al. (red). Freshwater isde�ned relative to a salinity of 34.8.4.Composite analysisWe ompare years where a de�ned MSLP index ex-eeds ±1σ, with σ = standard deviation.
4.1 Prinipal omponent of the leadingempirial orthogonal funtion (EOF1)A strengthening of the Arti low with shift to BarentsSea in positive years and a weaker Ielandi low om-bined with a stronger Siberian high in negative years,see Fig. 3, lead to
• an inrease of ie export through Fram Strait in pos.years (due to a strong transpolar drift),a derease inneg. years (due to a Beaufort gyre irulation), seeFig. 4 (orrelation r = 0.57).
• a strenghtening of the liquid FW transport throughCAA in pos. years, a weakening in negative years,see Fig. 5. As indiated this is aused by hanges inthe volume transport, driven by hanges in the seasurfae height gradient.
4.2 Prinipal omponent of the seondempirial orthogonal funtion (EOF2)A high pressure system over Europe in positive yearsand a relatively strong Siberian high in negative years,see Fig. 6, lead to
• higher/lower temperatures in Sandinavia in pos./neg.years (not shown).
• an inrease/a derease of sea ie volume at the Cana-dian oast in pos./neg. years, see Fig. 7.
• a derease of liquid FW export through CAA in neg.years, see Fig. 8, mainly driven by hanges in the FW�ux due to advetion of the mean salinity by volume�ux anomaly.
4.3 Siberian high (SH) indexWe use a MSLP area mean anomaly loated over Siberianormalized with its standard deviation as the SH in-dex. High pressure over Europe in positive years and aweaker pressure system over Eurasia in negative years,see Fig. 9, lead to
• a strengthening of moisture (and heat) tranport intoSiberia in pos. years, a weakening in preipitation(and temperature) in neg. years. For preipiationanomalies see Fig. 10.
• a derease of liquid freshwater transport throughCAA in pos. years, see Fig. 11. This is the oppositebehaviour ompared to EOF omposites.
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Fig. 3: Winter mean sea levelpressure (MSLP) anomalies.
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Fig. 4: Winter sea ie veloi-ties.
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Fig. 5: Liquid FW transport omponents. Bars indiate
±σ, triangles the mean of pos.(△) and neg.(▽) EOF 1 years.
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Fig. 8: Liquid FW transport omponents. Bars indiate
±σ, triangles means of pos.(△) and neg.(▽) EOF 1 years.For olor oding of the di�erent FW omponents see above.
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Fig. 11: Liquid FW transport omponents. Bars indiate
±σ, triangles means of pos.(△) and neg. (▽) EOF 1 years.For olor oding of the di�erent FW omponents see above.
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